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Abstract— The Follow-me bot is primarily humanoid with 

multiple degrees of freedom(one you might have seen in 

Real steel movie by Hugh Jackman). From the get go site, it 

has all the earmarks of being much the same as any other 

humanoid robot however the true contrast comes in when 

we go inside its working system. Follow-me bot lives up to 

expectations and follow the rules guideline for remote 

human type robot interface. It will take client's body 

movement as info and move much the same as him/her. It's 

more like offering sight to the robot and it'll mimicries 

client's movement. Dissimilar to another humanoid robot, 

the controller in this present bot's structural planning is the 

client himself. Controllers can steer correspond with the 

machine simply depending on body developments, and 

along these lines control the activities of remote robot 

progressively, coordination, and harmonization. The outline 

is a synthesis of new human movement catch strategies, 

sagacious executor controltechnique, system transmission, 

different sensor combination innovation. The name 'Follow-

me bot' is utilized on the grounds that much the same as our 

follow-me, it'll move definitely in the same manner as we 

seem to be. This paper quickly portrays all the portions of 

the humanoid robot utilizing Kinect engineering.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Follow-me bot is a basic humanoid (as shown in figure 

1) with 19 degrees of freedom, 43cmsheight, 1.55kgs weight 

and made up of lightaluminium. At first site, it appears to be 

just like anyother humanoid robot but the real difference 

comes inwhen we go inside its working mechanism. Follow-

mebot works on the principle of wireless human-

robotinterface. It will take user’s body motion as an 

inputand move just like him/her. It’s more like giving sight 

to the robot and it’ll mimicries user’s motion. Unlike any 

other humanoid robot, the main control ofthe bot’s is the 

user himself. Manipulators can directly communicate with 

the processing unit by just relying on body movements, 

thereby controlling the robot in real time. 

The design is aconcatenation of motion capture, 

agent control, signal transmission. The name ‘Follow-me 

bot’ is used because just like our follow-me, it’ll move 

precisely in the same fashion as we are.The principle of 

Human-Machine interaction to humanoid robot mainly 

includes the four types of machinery, acoustics, 

electromagnetism and optics. To achieve the sight function 

of the bot, we are using Microsoft's 'Kinect Technology' 

created with Primesense at its heart. This strategy not just 

makes individuals no more wear various sorts of sensors, 

additionally decay expenses of supplies. Kinect is another 

Controller innovation presented by Microsoft in2010(1). 

Kinect can track developments also voices, and even 

distinguish faces without need of any extra gadgets (2). 

 

Fig. 1: The Kinect gadget by Microsoft with the Kinect then 

again Polaroid reference outline. The z–axis is calling 

attention to of the Polaroid (courtesy of Microsoft) 

This paper exhibits an endeavor to utilize Kinect 

innovation in planning humanoid follow-me robot with 19 

degrees of freedom. 

II. KINECT 

To perceive body signal and movement, it makes utilization 

of profundity mapping and after that construe the body 

position. For making a profundity guide, organized light 

isutilized which is anticipated utilizing Infrared Laser Light 

Projector at 800 nm, and the reflection is caught by Infrared 

CMOS Polaroid with matching bandpass channel. This light 

has a particular example and any change in the reflected 

example is be located. This could be done under any 

encompassing light condition and can locate up to 20 joints 

of human body, therefore making it a to a great degree 

vigorous procedure. A new chip named Prime sense, which 

forms all the information from the IR Polaroid and produce 

the guide, ascertains the profundity map. A. Prime senseThe 

profundity sensor engineering was produced by Israeli 

Prime Sense.(3) The profundity discovery system of Ps1080 

is extremely basic yet viable, furthermore is focused around 

triangulation like a standard stereo Polaroid. [4] The stereo 

Polaroids take two perspectives of the same thing from 

diverse points, find the distinctionin the middle of them, and 

concentrate profundity by triangulation. Anyhow 

impediment, rehashed examples, and absence of surfaces 

make it hard to discover the distinction between two sees. 

To counter this issue, settled spot design/surface is utilized 

within laser. This surface is deliberately intended to present 

exceptional examples along the epipolar lines to authorize 

that the correspondence could be discovered essentially by 

connection. This methodology is known as anticipated 

surface. [5] 

A.  Kinect Depth Flow 

The primary inquiry emerges here is, How to get the 

profundity of the example? The answer for this is extremely 

astute. To settle this, a strategy called profundity from 

centering. The spot surface comprises of roundabout dabs. 

At the point when projector ventures the example, the 

roundabout dabs get to be oval relying on the profundity of 
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the range. The Polaroids have exceptional astigmatic lenses 

with distinctive central lengths in x-pivot and y-hub, which 

 

enhances the precision of catching the reflected design from 

the surface. This makes the edges of surface closer to the 

projector look more keen as contrasted with the edges of far 

surfaces. This aides in identification of profundity and its 

mapping. From the Prime sense local drivers about Kinect, a 

reference picture is prestoredof size 1280x1024. Also the 

velocity of the IR sensor is cognizant with 1280x1024 at 

30fps. This plainly recommends that the profundity 

extraction calculation takes 1280x1024 pictures in use for 

calculation. Then again, Kinect gives profundity extraction 

at 622x480 with 3 bits of sub-pixel exactness. Normally 

sub-pixel accuracy is acquired utilizing quadratic insertion, 

yet this is lavish in equipment. Piece matching could be 

proficiently actualized rather, so we recommend that the 

inward reference picture is upsampled at 5120x1024 inside 

and the SAD is carried out on an asymmetricalwindow, 

where 17x17 pixels from the IR picture are matched against 

68x17 pixels of the reference. [6] 

III. OPENNI 

Open Natural Interaction, the term Natural Communication 

focuses towards the idea of Humanmachine communication 

demonstrated on human faculties, for the most part cantered 

around sight & discourse. This module incorporates:  

 Voice and order discovery, where the target 

machine gets vocal directions.  

 Hand motions, where the prearranged hand motions 

are utilized to control the machine's action.Like 

enacting and deactivating certain capacities, and so 

forth 

 Body movement, where full body development is 

followed, dissected and deciphered for controlling 

the machine's movement. Openni is a skeleton, 

which gives its Application Programming 

Interfaces' (API) for building applications using 

Natural Interaction. The Openni standard API 

empowers common collaboration application 

designers to track genuine living (3d) scenes by 

using information sorts that are computed from the 

information of a sensor (for instance, representation 

of a full body, representation of a hand area, an 

exhibit of the pixels in a profundity guide etc). 

Applications could be composed paying little mind 

to the sensor or middleware suppliers. [7] 

 

A. NiTE (OpenNI module) 

Openni module Nite is utilized for skeleton following, to 

follow the movement of the client. In Openni, human body 

is made of joints, and each joint have the data with respect 

to area and introduction of the human. Along these lines, 

skeleton mapping is so basic. In dynamic motion track 

discovery, signal discovery rate has everlastingly been a 

pull, because the conventional hand motion discovery in a 

manner to separate the hand kind from the enveloping 

nature's domain, then check the palm position has been one 

among the troublesome issues. A Kinect based element 

signal mechanical sensation distinguishing proof technique, 

use Openni wherever palm is plot as a Kinect hub, rapidly 

and correctly get the palm position coordinates, then utilize 

the HMM engineering to attempt and do signal model 

instructing to upgrade the discovery rate. (8) 

B.  Pick up administration  

The process begins once the prevailing human, what we'll 

call a User, gains control over the gadget. This might be 

offered in 2 by this module, "click" and 'wave'.  

These zone unit essential motions client can 

perform before of the indicator to instigate its centering. 

What's more once a client picks up the control, no option 

individual will get astute till the client discharges the 

administration (which normally happens once the client 

leaves the field-of-perspective for extra then ten seconds). 

To be makeshift, "Click" signal is similar to raising your 

hands up (till your eye level, with a finger plainly 

unmistakable to the sensor), and swings them to and fro 

(with clear titan forward and retrograde movement, 25 cm in 

any event). Furthermore "Wave" signal is similar to raising 

one of your hands straight up and move it from left to right 

(7 times to complete the motion). This movement finishing 

is key as a consequence of it recognizes the control-motion 

from rest. 

This control-motion discovery will surely be 

misconstrued with option hand developments, so to 

recognize these 2 motions from rest of them is how their 

discovery begins. Click motion discoverybegins once every 

the hands will an oversized enough movement in forward 

course. While wave motion discovery begins once one 

prevailing hand is twofold in left-to-right course. Presently, 

to stick with it in your administration, keep your controlling 

hand detached from option objects, which incorporates your 

body as well. This might be as a consequence of doing this 

will result under control point spatial connection (on the 

thing which came in the middle of your hand and sensor). 

Along these lines, clearly, client isn't affirmed to bit 

something while prevailing. 

C.  Standing out to User  

There are frequently numerous people before of the locator. 

To recognize the client from every one of them, all in the 

scene is designated with an independent and unending ID in 

view of the mark map. Also upheld this mark map, the 

skeleton of client can assemble up and skeleton following 

can start. In this way, its agreeable that if any downside 

happens in mark mapping algorithmic system, then the 

complete procedure can breakdown and can result in partner 

erroneous introduction of the skeleton. The slip will 

accompany few extra things like  

 User moving too close to the articles inside the 

scene, illustration dividers.  
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 Moving the locator while client division is 

dynamic.  

 once 2 clients territory unit moving close to each 

other.  

D. Skeleton pursue  

Skeleton of the client is shaped to follow the movement of 

the joints of the client's body and administration the gadget. 

To structure the skeleton, client needs to are accessible the 

field-of-perspective of the sensors, and that is it. The 

calculation of name mapping can aggregate as in a matter of 

seconds as the client enters the read field and ID can get 

selected to him. Also as without further ado in light of the 

fact that the control-signal finishes, the algorithmic system 

of skeleton making makes a skeleton of the client's body 

there's perform for auto-calibration, which makes the 

skeleton extra right as the time passes.(9) 

Auto-adjustment lives up to expectations once the 

vast majority of the client's body is obvious to indicator, 

proposes that the client should be standing instead of sitting, 

with each one hands out, and no speedy developments.  

This pursuit creates a Confidence code agreeing to which  

1 = surety of discovery, and zero = discovery fall flat.  

Additionally, center values like zero.5 will happen just if 

there should be an occurrence of joints, at the point when 

the skeleton heuristics is empowered and heuristic balanced 

their position. 

IV.  WIRELESS SYSTEM 

Remote gadget utilizes new IEEE 802.11n models, that has 

respectably expanded rate to 600mb/sec with the occupation 

of 4 spacial stream of channel expansiveness of 40 mhz 

[10]. Microchip Beaglebone Black is utilized for getting 

charges from the Wireless Network Card and sending them 

to the determined segments of the machine. This is carried 

out by the situated of project running on the microchip and 

can unscramble the paired order for vital activities.  

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper in short depicts all the portions of the whole 

outline of robot Follow-me Bot misuse Kinect. The fancy 

portrayal of Kinect, its building parts, furthermore the 

capacities of calculation behind can encourage in 

understanding the working component of the framework. 

The remote system is put to kill the necessity of Polaroid 

and projector on the robot. this may construct the robot a 

great deal of hearty, proficient, and reasonable from one 

position. we tend to square measure persuaded that the 

preparatory result of this paper can open new skylines to the 

livelihood of kinect innovation inside the thinking of a robot 

follow-me robot. 
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